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OBITUARY: MILES DAVIS 1926-1991 
 
by Ian Carr* 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
 [In his book Miles Davis: The Definitive Biography, (first published in Great 
Britain by Quartet Books in 1982, revised edition published by Harper Collins in 
1998) British author Ian Carr wrote, “Several people have suggested that I should 
include in this update of my biography of Miles Davis the obituary I wrote, 
published in The Independent on 30 September 1991.”] 
 

he work of Miles Davis, the jazz trumpeter, composer and bandleader, is a 
crucial part of twentieth-century music and his extraordinary career is 
documented by a monumental body of recordings. An inspirational figure who 

lived a long and immensely fruitful artistic life, Davis was a dominant force in the 
world of jazz from the moment he appeared in 1945. 
 

 
 
Miles Davis as a child… 
 
Duke Ellington once compared him to Picasso in the multiplicity of his genius, and 
Davis certainly had something of the universality of all great artists. Because he was 
never content to rest on his laurels, but searched incessantly for new modes of music- 
__________________________________________________________ 
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written for the BBC Music Magazine, and is the author of Music Outside (1973) and 
Keith Jarrett: The Man and his Music (1991). 
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making, he confounded critics and his career was dogged by controversy. But this 
very vitality was part and parcel of his greatness — he was a central figure in virtually 
every new movement in jazz from the 1940s to the 1990s. 
 
He was the first person since Louis Armstrong to change the sound of the trumpet, 
and did so by producing a beautifully rounded, non-brassy tone without vibrato that 
projected a lyricism so profound that Chico Hamilton once said, ‘Miles Davis is 
sound — the whole earth singing!’ This unique sonority was enhanced by a brilliant 
plasticity of inflection, great rhythmic dynamism, and a deployment of space so 
audacious that the pauses in a Miles Davis trumpet solo often seemed as in sculpted 
as his melodic lines. 
 
Davis was born in 1926 into a wealthy middle-class family. His grandfather had been 
a landowner in Arkansas, and his father  was a successful dentist who owned a ranch. 
His parents were leading members of the black community in East St Louis, and  
these patrician origins left an indelible imprint on him, even though  in later life he 
tried to shake them off in order to gain some credibility with less privileged American 
blacks. He got his trumpet at the age of nine or ten, and by the time he was 17  he was 
playing with a local rhythm-and-blues band and often rehearsing it when the leader 
was absent. He was befriended by the trumpeter Clark Terry, who was six years older 
and already had the epigrammatic melodic flair typical of the East St Louis school of 
trumpet-playing, and Terry’s style strongly influenced his young protégé. Miles also 
met Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker when they came to St Louis with the Billy 
Eckstine band. 
 

 
 
Trumpeter Clark Terry, who had the epigrammatic melodic flair typical of the East 
St Louis school of trumpet-playing… 
 
In 1944 Davis’s father sent him to New York to study at the Juilliard School of Music, 
but he soon dropped out in order to play jazz in the small clubs on 52nd Street. In 
November 1945, when he was still only 19 , he made the first fully realized bebop 
recordings with Charlie Parker. This session included the classic blues performance 
Now’s the Time, which established Davis immediately as a master of understatement 
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and an alternative trumpet stylist to Gillespie. Miles Davis had begun his 
professional career in the very eye of the bebop hurricane, and he was to spend the 
rest of his artistic life seeking that kind of creative intensity. He was a member of 
Parker’s group during its most dynamic period (1946—48) and played on all of the 
saxophonist’s finest sextet and quintet recordings. 
 

 
 
Miles Davis (on the right), pictured with Charlie Parker, played on all of the 
saxophonist’s finest sextet and quintet recordings… 
 
Davis left Parker in late 1948 and began leading his own groups in New York, 
including a nine-piece band that created a revolutionary new ensemble sound. With 
the composer/arranger Gil Evans, Miles Davis and the saxophonists Gerry Mulligan 
and Lee Konitz devised an ensemble that could achieve a full orchestral palette from 
a minimum number of instruments — French horn, trumpet, trombone, tuba, alto 
and baritone saxes, piano, bass and drums. The group’s urbane sound, the subtle 
innovatory scoring, and the calm, unhurried solos seemed to be a reaction against the 
frenetic excesses of bebop and ushered in what came to be called the ‘cool school’ of 
jazz. 
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Lee Konitz (right), pictured here with Davis: he was part of an ensemble that could 
achieve a full orchestral palette from a minimum number of instruments… 
 
Evans, Mulligan and Davis did most of the composing and arranging, but it was 
Davis’s unique trumpet sound that gave the group its essential identity, and Gerry 
Mulligan said later that he could not imagine any other trumpet player leading that 
ensemble. This band established Davis as a leader and a talent quite separate from 
Charlie Parker. At 23, he was already an original and influential trumpet stylist, and 
also leader of a trailblazing orchestral group that included some of the most dynamic 
young musicians of the day. It was a brilliant beginning. 
 
Then, after appearing as a star soloist at the Paris Jazz Fair in 1949, Davis 
succumbed to the narcotics addiction so widespread among musicians at that time. 
His magnificently promising career suddenly lost all impetus and direction, and for 
four years, (1949—53) he hardly worked at all. As an addict, he diced with death, 
suffered humiliation and degradation, becoming at times a virtual derelict and  
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Davis in Paris in 1949, pictured here with the actress Juliette Greco… 
 
experiencing, for the first time in his life, the hopelessness of the black ghetto victim. 
After several attempts, he managed to kick the habit ‘cold turkey’, but the whole 
period of addiction had left its mark on him. His vision was immeasurably deepened, 
and his father said that the experience had put a hard crust on Miles. From now on, 
he would always maintain complete control of is circumstances and career — he 
would never again be the victim. From the mid-1950s onwards the famous Miles 
Davis persona began to emerge — unpredictable, wilful, mercurial, enigmatic, 
sardonic ... keeping everyone guessing and imposing his on the world. 
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There now began a six-year period (1954—60) of sustained creativity, which in terms 
of range, quality and innovation has no parallel in jazz. During this time Davis 
produced a succession of recorded masterpieces that astonished and delighted 
musicians and non-musicians alike, which opened up several new avenues of musical 
development and brought him a huge international audience, many of whom knew 
little about jazz in general. His artistry was at such a finely honed pitch that the often 
extremely radical nature of his work was hidden by its beauty and emotional 
eloquence. Quartet, sextet and quintet recordings of magnificent quality appeared in 
1954 as Davis experimented with different line-ups. It also saw his first use in the 
recording studio of the metal harmon mute (without its stem) played very close to 
the microphone — a superbly evocative new sound that Miles introduced to jazz and 
which was then taken up by numerous other trumpeters. 
 

 
 
The first use in the recording studio of the metal harmon mute (without its stem) 
played very close to the microphone — a superbly evocative new sound… 
 

 
 
Davis with Red Garland, pianist with  the first great Miles Davis quintet… 
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Then in 1955, the first great Miles Davis quintet was formed with John Coltrane, Red 
Garland, Paul Chambers and Philly Joe Jones — a group so brimful of new ideas that 
they recorded six influential LPs in one 12-month period. During one long night in 
Paris, in December 1957, using three French musicians and Kenny Clarke on drums, 
Davis improvised the music for Louis Malle’s film Lift to the Scaffold (Ascenseur 
pour l’echa faud) and made two important discoveries. First, he found that it was  
 

 
 
possible to create completely satisfying music out of minimal predetermined 
material, and secondly, in the process of doing this, he became aware, in the words of 
one French critic, ‘of the tragic character of his music’. This deepening of awareness 
resulted in two superb sextet albums — Milestones (1958) and Kind of Blue (1959) — 
both seminal, but the latter probably the most influential (and most loved) LP in jazz 
history. 
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L-R, Davis, Cannonball Adderley, John Coltrane in the studio… 
 
With Kind of Blue Davis had fully established the beauty and relevance of modal 
improvisation, which is based on static scales rather than a moving sequence of 
chords and which soon became part of the jazz language. His group for this recording 
included John Coltrane and Cannonball Adderley on saxes, Paul Chambers on bass, 
Jimmy Cobb on drums and, perhaps most significantly, pianist Bill Evans, whose 
plangent chord voicings complemented the almost unbearable poignancy of Davis’s 
muted work and the melancholy lyricism of his open trumpet. The exquisite playing 
and the feelings expressed on Kind of Blue brought new dimensions of subtlety and 
sophistication to jazz. 
 

 
 
One of the great Miles Davis rhythm sections, L-R, drummer Jimmy Cobb, pianist 
Wynton Kelly, bassist Paul Chambers, in London in 1961… PHOTO COURTESY IAN 
CARR’S BIOGRAPHY 
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The quintet and sextet recordings of the 1950s would have been enough to establish 
Miles Davis as one of the jazz immortals, but in the last three years of the decade, in 
collaboration with Gil Evans, he recorded three albums that rank among the glories 
of 20th Century orchestral music: Miles Ahead (1957), Porgy and Bess (1958) and 
Sketches of Spain (1959—60). Davis is the only soloist in all three mini-concerti, 
which brought the integration of an improvising player with a large, scored ensemble 
to a new and sustained peak. In Miles Ahead he chose to play only the little-known 
flugelhorn, and did so with such beautiful expressivity that it became de rigueur as a 
second instrument for trumpeters and was soon ubiquitous. In the other two albums, 
Davis played trumpet, sometimes using the harmon mute, which brought a new 
timbre to orchestral music. Deploying brass, reeds, woodwinds, flutes, bass and 
drums, Gil Evans created combinations of sounds, textures and techniques new not 
only to jazz, but to all music. Again, Davis’s sound and style were absolutely integral 
to the music and the orchestra seemed to take on all his qualities — the passionate 
commitment, fluidity and profound feeling. Each of the three albums has its own 
unique identity, and all three have had a pervasive influence internationally. 
 

 
 
In collaboration with Gil Evans (right), Miles recorded three albums that rank 
among the glories of 20th Century orchestral music: Miles Ahead (1957), Porgy and 
Bess (1958) and Sketches of Spain (1959—60)… 
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By the end of the 1950s, Davis had become the dominant figure in jazz, admired by 
his peers, revered by musicians all over the world and with a substantial audience for 
his music. His quintet and sextet were generally recognized as the leading groups of 
the period and his rhythm sections were regarded as the finest. The myth-making 
was in full spate — he was dubbed ‘Evil Genius of Jazz’ and ‘Prince of Darkness’ — 
jazz critics strove to find new metaphors to describe his music, and even that doyen 
of theatre critics Kenneth Tynan wrote a long magazine article describing Davis’s 
charisma and lifestyle. The latter was surviving, even thriving, without subsidy or 
sinecure in the cut-throat world of laissez-faire economics and yet also making music 
of the very highest quality — an astonishing achievement. 
 

 
 
Davis’s second great quintet, L-R, Herbie Hancock (piano), Davis (trumpet), Ron 
Carter (bass), Wayne Shorter (tenor sax), Tony Williams (obscured, drums)…  
 
In the 1960s, Davis formed a new quintet, yet again drawing together some of the 
most gifted young musicians of the time: Herbie Hancock (piano), Ron Carter (bass), 
Tony Williams (drums) and Wayne Shorter (saxes). This particular rhythm section 
was generally considered to be perhaps the greatest time-playing unit in jazz, and its 
supreme virtuosity can be heard in a series of live albums (1963—4) in which Davis 
and the group explored conventional structures — standard tunes, ballads, modal 
pieces and blues — so radically that they are sometimes taken to the verge of 
disintegration. The greatest of these albums, and one of the finest live recordings in 
jazz history, is My Funny Valentine (1964). 
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From 1965, Davis and his group began exploring a new way of playing, which came to 
be called ‘time-no-changes’. This was a form of abstraction in that the improvisation 
occurred in regular time, but without a set harmonic structure; after the theme 
statement the musicians tended to refer to thematic motifs in their solos, choosing 
what notes and chords they wished. This approach added yet another dimension to 
the jazz language, and in the later 1960s, the critic Leonard Feather commented that 
Davis had taken small-group improvisation to such a pitch of brilliance that he had 
‘nowhere to look except down’. 
 
Up to this point, virtually all of Davis’s small-group music had been based on themes 
that related clearly to popular song structures, but in 1968 he began to think more in 
terms of longer pieces, often without written themes. He also began to change the 
instrumentation of his group, using electric keyboards, electric guitars, multiple 
percussion and sometimes Indian musicians and instruments (sitar, tabla). The 
harmonic and linear abstraction remained, but he employed rock rhythms that 
created a coherent pulse, giving his music a human face. Yet again, some of the most 
gifted of the current generation were drawn to his band, including pianist Keith 
Jarrett, drummer Jack DeJohnette, and two Britishers — bassist Dave Holland and 
guitarist John McLaughlin. 
 

 
 
Davis, pictured performing with the pianist Keith Jarrett… 
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In two years of furious activity (1969—70), Davis recorded enough material for more 
than ten LPs, focusing and launching the jazz-rock-fusion movement. The key 
albums that had a global influence were In a Silent Way (February 1969) and Bitches 
Brew (August 1969), the former an exquisite expression of Davis’s contemplative and 
lyrical side, and the latter a double-album with a wide emotional range and a dark, 
brooding atmosphere all its own. As with all of Davis’s most creative work, the 
radically different sound of these two albums came as a shock, resulting in 
controversy and, this time, the alienation of some of his older fans. He continued 
exploring this vein until 1975, when illness and physical and creative exhaustion 
incapacitated him. He was inactive until 1980, when he began to perform again. 
 

 
 
In a Silent Way (February 1969, pictured above), was an exquisite expression of 
Davis’s contemplative and lyrical side, while Bitches Brew (August 1969, pictured 
below), was a double-album with a wide emotional range and a dark, brooding 
atmosphere all its own… 
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In the 1980s he felt his way slowly into a new phase, which was like a summary of his 
whole career. He steadily regained all his trumpet magnificence — the huge singing 
sound, the stamina, the use of the entire range from the lowest notes to the extreme 
upper register, and his lyrical genius. Once more he drew to his band some key 
people from the current generation, including saxists Bill Evans, Bob Berg and Kenny 
Garrett, guitarists Mike Stern and John Scofield and bass guitarists Marcus Miller 
and Darryl Jones, and he returned to using structures related to popular songs. His 
studio albums such as Decoy (1984) and You’re Under Arrest (1985) were highly 
organized, with an immense attention to detail and considerable complexity, yet they 
seemed like blueprints for the looser live performances where the magic and the 
music really happened. However, the album Tutu (1985), which featured Miles on 
harmon-muted trumpet in an electronic orchestral setting devised by Marcus Miller, 
had all the resonances of Davis’s best work. 
 

 
 
Davis’s Tutu album: featuring Miles on harmon-muted trumpet in an electronic 
orchestral setting devised by Marcus Miller, it had all the resonances of Davis’s best 
work… 
 
During the 1980s, he toured regularly in the US, Europe and Japan, playing to huge 
and ecstatic crowds. Although he still employed electronics and rock rhythms, the 
whole of his past seemed to glow in the music, and yet he never coasted or purveyed 
nostalgia. Some of his most eloquent and moving playing was done on those tours 
and, as always, he pushed himself to the limit. For his London appearance in 1985, 
he was on stage for about five hours, playing and directing his band in two 
superlative performances. 
 
With Louis Armstrong and Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis is one of the three most 
influential trumpet players in jazz, but whereas the first two each introduced 
basically one stylistic approach, Davis has evolved at least three interrelated trumpet 
styles: the lyrical minimalist approach (Kind of Blue); the voluble brilliance of the 
live albums (1961—64); the abstraction and chromaticism of the late 1960s and the 
electric trumpet of the early 1970s. The emotional scope of his work is also greater 
than that of any other trumpeter, ranging as it does from the painful introspection of 
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some of his ballad playing to the unbridled joy of some middle-tempo performances, 
or the violent aggression of one or two performances of his 1970s electric bands. 
 

 
 
With Louis Armstrong (pictured above with Miles) and Dizzy Gillespie (pictured 
below with Miles), Davis is one of the three most influential trumpet players in 
jazz… BOTH PHOTOS COURTESY PINTEREST 
 

 
 
What set Davis apart was his sense of his own development as an artist — he didn’t 
wish to repeat himself and so he would record only when he felt he had something 
fresh to say. That is why his vast body of recorded work is of such a high standard. 
His career divides roughly into five-year periods, and each one is dotted with seminal 
masterpieces that opened up new areas of exploration and set new standards of 
excellence. This is why he was such an inspiration for successive generations of 
musicians. Of course, some people tried to copy his phrases and mannerisms, but the 
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real lesson he gave us was how to keep his art alive throughout his life, which he did 
heroically in an environment that was basically unsympathetic and often openly 
hostile.  
 

 
 
Miles Davis: his artistic life, whatever its faults or failings, was a triumph of vision 
and will…PHOTO CREDIT MICHELLE COMTE 
 
All art, if it is any good, has something to say about the human condition, and Davis’s 
work on record and in performance has always had these wider terms of reference. 
All true art is also a process of self-discovery for the artist, and Davis travelled 
further down that road than almost anyone else in jazz. His confidence in his own 
taste and vision came from this hard-won self-knowledge. Decade after decade, 
musicians have been able to witness Miles Davis working his way, often painfully and 
at great physical and psychological cost, into new areas of music. He was human and 
could falter and make mistakes, but this obvious humanity made his achievements 
all the greater. 
 
Jazz is a very new music and perhaps Davis’s greatest feat was to have imposed his 
own artistic values on it: unflagging intelligence, great courage, integrity, honesty 
and a sustained spirit of inquiry always in the pursuit of art — never mere 
experimentation for its own sake. His artistic life, whatever its faults or failings, was 
a triumph of vision and will. His serious commitment and superb achievements have 
enriched and dignified the music and its audience and we musicians have been 
magnified by his example.  


